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1. Our family, the owner of Cheon Il Guk, 
pledges to seek our original homeland and 
build the Kingdom of God on earth and in 
heaven, the original ideal of creation, by 
centering on true love. 
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Opening Program



Prayer



Purpose:
R



Claiming America’s 
Victory



Proud of America’s 
Offering



Celebrating 
Heaven



Closing
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Goal Setting Facilitation Notes from Naokimi’s Guidance 
** times can be flexible based on each sub-region schedule. 
 
Personal Victory Claiming (Friday Evening) 

- Take 3-5 min to write down your top 1-3 victories from the 2019 year 
Reflection Point:  “Claim your top 1-3 victories from the 2019 year” 

- Pair share for 5 min 
- Share for 10 min by table (Not everyone needs to share at the table, maybe 3-4 people.) 
- Purpose is a personal coming to terms and helping people to claim victories. 

 
Offering Table Goal Setting- Saturday (20 minutes) 
 
After two Offering Table Categories have been explained and covered, we will start with the 1st 
personal goal-setting and goal-sharing session. 
 
Then the final two Offering Table Categories have been explained and covered, we will start 
2nd Saturday personal goal-setting and goal-sharing session. 
 

- Ask every participant to choose one area of the subcategories (Out of the 2 Offering 
Table Categories that were just presented) that they are interested in 

- Then start the goal-setting process: (Have the participants write these goals down!) 
 

PART 1:  Goal Setting in one subcategory (20 min) 
 

● WHO:  
a. Choose 1 sub category that you’re most interested in. (1-2min) 

 
● INSPIRATION:  

a. What would you be excited to achieve, create or offer in this area by Foundation 
Day 2021? (This could be a personal goal or for their ministry/community. Either 
one is okay.) (2min) 

(This goal should be measurable, and the key is that they are excited to accomplish this goal.) 
 

● STRATEGY:  
a. What are some things that will help you to achieve your goal by Foundation Day 

2021? (2min) 
OPTIONAL based on time available: 

b. What is one challenge that you foresee while pursuing this goal? (1min) 
c. “How can you address this challenge? (1-2min) 

● EXECUTION:  
a. Set a daily habit that will help you to achieve this goal. (** This habit/condition 

should be able to be done in 10 min or less) (3min) 
● REVIEW/REPORTING: 



a.  Who are you going to be reporting to? (Who is your central figure and when do 
you plan to report to them?) (1-2min) 

 
3-5min Pair Share 
 
PART 2: Group Sharing of each subcategory (25 min) 
 
Go through the Offering Table Sub-Categories one by one. Ask for one volunteer who would like 
to share about their goal in less than 2 minutes. (**Be careful with time and make sure that 
participants keep to the 1-2 minutes. 11 categories in 25 min total, so the time is very tight!) 

- Suggestion to repeat what each participant is aiming to do. 
 
Repeat for the 2nd two Offering Table Categories after the break. 
 
How to Conduct a Local Meeting Based on the Offering Table (20 minutes total) 
 
Have the OT categories on the screen.  
 
Start by asking to these questions for each sub-category (You can spend about 3 min per 
category): 

1. What is our current base-line for this area? (Make sure you have examples from your 
local area.) 

2. What is the goal by 2021 Foundation day? 
3. If you have a little extra time, ask the team for ideas of how they can accomplish these 

new goals. 
 
This is helping show the audience how to run a meeting around these goals.  They will also 
want to spend time strategizing this goal. 
 
Facilitation a Planning and Vision Setting for one Category: 
 

- Teams should check in weekly on how much progress is made and then make new 
goals/plans for the next week to work towards the overall year goal before Foundation 
Day 2021 

 
Each category should have an owner already and they can be taking notes as this session is 
facilitated on stage. Make sure every owner knows how to get their baseline information! The 
goal is for each community to come with this baseline information to the session.  At the end of 
this session, state by state fills out the baseline and goal information digitally so that by the end 
of the 1 hour session, we can see the overall Sub-Regional Baselines and Goals.) 
 
Conclusion of this meeting is that the District leaders can report their plans for 2020 to the whole 
Sub-Region.  



Feb. 2020 

Facilitating Team Discussion -  

Session  Format: (Change based on session  needs) 

● Presentation (45 minutes Max) 
● Reflection (5 minutes) 
● Pair share (10 minutes) 
● Table Discussion and Q and A (30 minutes) 

 

What is the importance of being an effective facilitator? 

● gives everyone a chance to contribute 
● helping everyone feel value through listening 
● keeps the group on target (the purpose of the session)<-- ensure that questions are relevant  to 

the session) 
 

Common challenges that come up in team discussion & write it on white board: 

1. people talk too long 
2. people don’t talk 
3. lack focus 
4. questions that are off topic 
5. drama between members 

 
How to address each of these issues, and comment on it as well: 

1. Remind people of timeframes at the beginning, and throughout. Intervene if necessary, 
summarize the main point to acknowledge the speaker, thank them and ask the next person to 
comment. 

2. Ask those who haven't shared yet to speak. Give other roles for people to contribute, like 
praying. 

3. In your opening prayer or opening statement, remind people of the purpose of the 
meeting/gathering. 

4. Redirect the conversation: “ That is a great question,  I would love to dialogue about this, can 
you write the question down  and we can talk about it at the break” 

5. Acknowledge the underlying feeling. If necessary request to discuss privately later to 
honor/protect energy and purpose of the group.  

 



PERSONAL GOAL-SETTING WORKSHEET 
“Attendance”, “Education and Blessing” 

“Attendance” Categories “Education and Blessing” Categories 
New Membership Education Coordinator 
True Mother’s Autobiography Matched or Blessed Members 
Godible Subscriptions HJ Promise Accomplishers 
Worship Attendance Active Heavenly Tribal Messiahs 
Special Donations TribeNet Premium Subscriptions 
Total Tithe and Offering 

 

W hich Category? 

 

 

Inspiring Measurable Goal (by Foundation Day 2021) 

 

 

Strategy (for Achievement) 

 

 

Execution (Daily Habit less than 10 Minutes) 

 

 

Review (Weekly Report To Whom and When) 

 

 
 



SR State Community
Attendance

Heading
New 

Membership Godible Worship
Special 

Donations
Total Tithe and 

Offering

Description
New Tithing 
Membership Subscribed to Godible

Avg. Sunday Service 
attendance # of ppl who donated

Total tithe and 
offerings, not incl. 
special donations

Notes

Current #s

What are we doing so far 
that fits in these areas of 

the offering table?

What areas are we 
excited to develop in 
these sections of the 

offering table?



Heart and Value of 
Bringing Our Offering





OFFERING
Noun

• Anything offered as a gift
• the act of one who offers
• the condition of being offered

Verb 
• to present for acceptance or rejection
• to propose or put forward for consideration



1
Heart



The Widow’s Offering 

“Jesus sat down opposite the place 
where the offerings were put and 
watched the crowd putting their 
money into the temple treasury. 

Many rich people threw in large 
amounts. But a poor widow came 
and put in two very small copper 
coins, worth only a few cents.



Calling his disciples to him, Jesus 
said, ‘Truly I tell you, this poor  
widow has put more into the 
treasury than all the others. They    
all gave out of their wealth; but she, 
out of her poverty, put in 
everything—all she had to live on.”

                                     Mark 12:41-44



2
Faith



“Bring the whole tithe into the storehouse, that 
there may be food in my house. Test me in this,” 
says the Lord Almighty, “and see if I will not throw 
open the floodgates of heaven and pour out so 
much blessing that there will not be room enough to 
store it.”
                                                                     Malachi 3:10



3
Discipline



“Each of you should give what you have decided in 
your heart to give, not reluctantly or under 
compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver.”

                                                                     Corinthians 9:7



4
Commitment



“You have many gifts that you would like to offer to 
God. Even though you have no possession and have 
empty hands, there is a gift that you can still offer to 
God. That gift is not something that people enjoy in 
this world. That gift is prepared through your 
attitude to stand before Heavenly Father shedding 
blood, sweat, and tears. That is the best gift you can 
offer to God.”
                                           True Father, February 12, 1961



















Take Up God's Worst Problem 

Sun Myung Moon 

April 25, 1976 

 

We all know that the world is looking for unity. When will that originate? It doesn't just happen 
automatically; we must create unity. Although we know that we are destined to become united 
someday, our world is divided. It is historical destiny that nations come together to make one 
world. But the internal situation in America doesn't look promising for that to occur. The United 
Nations is more divided than united. The Communists have a great ideology for workers and 
poor people, but they have many problems internally. 

Let's look at ourselves. Are we one within ourselves? When my mind and my body are not 
united, my environment is strange. It is difficult for us to become one in ourselves and to become 
one with our environment. Either I must make myself become one, or an outside power makes 
me become one. There must be a central point for unity. When two parties cannot become one, 
that means that they have no common ground to unite. Therefore we must have a common 
subject. We can go back to the originating point or advance towards one ultimate goal in which 
both can find a common ground. Confrontation usually brings destructive results. If my mind and 
body confront each other, I come to ruin. United, we are prosperous, divided, we fall. Our goal is 
unification. But we cannot attain it unless we go through the route of victory. 

For unity, we are looking for a subject which is good, truthful, and great. What is the truth? The 
world does not have a clear definition of the truth. It is important for the truth to be eternal, 
unchanging and everlasting. But the most important quality of truth is that it can maintain the 
subject role from the beginning to the end, from eternity to eternity. Truth is always the center, at 
the very core. 

Why is the central point so essential? The central point always takes responsibility. The true 
nation, for example, becomes the central point to take responsibility for the rest of the world. For 
a nation to become a central point, it must have an idealistic goal. 

Do you want to become truthful people? Everyone wants to be the subject but no one wants to 
take the responsibility. If you are dwelling in the truth, then you take responsibility not only for 
yourself but also for others. 



By this definition, we can judge whether or not the Unification Church is a true religion or not. 
Are we responsible? We must take responsibility for others. From this criterion you can measure 
all religious philosophies and all events of history. You can measure your own leader. Am I a 
truthful leader? 

Why do young people seek me? It is most logical that young people seek the truth. We have an 
ideology that takes responsibility for the entire world past, present, and future. It is not my 
ideology to take the comfortable way. If that were the case, no one would follow. Unification is 
not an easy goal. Shall we become united? Your answer must be everlasting, even at the price of 
your life. Let's have the confidence that I am the subject, I will take the responsibility for the 
world. Are you going to save the world? The important thing is whether or not you can deliver. 
Are you responsible? The answer is easy, but the action is difficult. 

The person of truth has the subject role and takes up the responsibility for all. The man standing 
on the truth is not bothered by the environment. I came to save America and the world. It is as 
simple as that. There is no way for me to be discouraged. I know God, pursue His principles, and 
take up the world's problems with enthusiasm. Our ideology is so big. If we think even bigger 
than God, He would not condemn us but rather be joyful. Our ideology is that we must liberate 
God. Is there any bigger thinking than that? 

God is the central point of all and has taken on the worst responsibilities in the world. He is 
eternally our God. Jesus led a miserable life from an external viewpoint. When he was defeated 
on the cross, he asked God to forgive the people. From this we can also learn the definition of 
truth. Jesus took responsibility for all. He asked God to forgive the Roman Empire, the sinners 
and the world because he took responsibility for them. Jesus Christ lived as the subject of the 
world. Therefore his ideology is super-giant. No one can compete with it. 

We are the movement to take responsibility for America. We take up the hard road. While being 
opposed, we continue to prosper. Our goal is unification, and we are looking for victory. How 
can we achieve that victory? This morning I am teaching you the secret of becoming God's man. 
Take up the worst problem as your responsibility. Once we become the champions to solve the 
worst problems of God, we will become united with God and with the world. What is the worst 
problem of God and of mankind? It centers around love. 

Where can we find true love? This world, without true love, is running into immorality. 
Corrupted mortality is the sign of ruin. This is God's headache. Are you capable of wiping out 
the corruption in the world? We can truly regenerate the entire youth of the world through our 
own hands. You are responsible for the future of the world. God knows that already. I know your 
position so well. I am giving up my life for this cause. I know that there is no choice but to go 
this road. There is not one day that is easy for me. But I know that there must be no deviation 



because the goal is something greater than our lives. Any religious leader with the power to 
liberate young people from corruption can become truly united with this world. 

The second greatest problem is the death of religion. America is declining because religion is 
dying. We have a philosophy to solve that problem. The third problem is Communism. If we 
have a solution to just one of these problems, we already have the power to unite the world. Can 
you do it? We see many proofs that we can. For example, who is opposing us? Morally degraded 
people, the declining Christian churches, and the Communists. Even though they may want to 
exterminate us, our goal is not to exterminate but to liberate them. We are going to save the 
Communists. We are going to liberate the prostitutes to a healthy way of life. And we want to 
save the decline of the churches. If we are motivated solely by an unselfish goal, we will never 
perish. I want you to be generous and work hard. 

Work harder than our enemies and forgive them. They are anxious to see our destruction, and we 
want to liberate them. The life of opposition is short; the life of construction is long. 

Victory is ours. There is no way that we can he ruined. We cause unification. We have truth, 
which is subject and takes the responsibility for the world. That truth is also very unique, 
unchanging and beautiful. No one else is happier than we are because we are on the track of truth 
and because we have a guarantee of victory. You are going to win that victory on the front line. 
When we have unified the front line, everything will come automatically. Our path will get 
easier because we are picking up momentum. 

Have confidence. You need only yourselves. The originating point of victory is the truth. Those 
who take responsibility for the worst problem will be victorious. In history, we will be sons and 
daughters of God. We will inherit the love of God. Our ultimate victory is to become sons and 
daughters of God.  

 

 

Discussion questions: 

1. For you personally, what are some key takeaways from today’s reading? 
2. What actions does the reading inspire you to take in your mission area?  

 



GAMES 



Welcome! To the 2020 Famicon Games! 
 

My Name is Yun-A Johnson. I will be your host for 
tonight.  
 
Let’s welcome up our game helpers. 
Jonathan Gullery, our referee.  
Our Subregional Coordinators, who, for tonight, will 
be unbaised game helpers. 
Let’s give them a round of applause! 



Are you ready to have some fun!  

We will be playing 4 games tonight: 

Hoola hands 

Picasso Rat - for the year of the Rat 

Quiz-Noise and  

Treasure Hunt. 



Are you ready! 

Please stand inside your subregion’s 

lane and line up at the front of the 

carpet for the first game.  At the end of 

each game, if you need to rest before 

the next game starts, there are chairs at 

the back of your lane.  



We will start each game with an 

explanation of the rules.  

Our first game is Hoola-Hands!  



Standing in a line, holding hands, each 

subregional team will move a hoola-

hoop from one end of the line to the 

other without using your hands and 

without letting go of each other’s hands. 

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



Game helpers will watch to see if you 

separate hands. If you do, our helpers 

will move your hoola hoop 2 persons 

back.  

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



Points are given by how quickly your 
team completes the game, indicated by 
your whole team sitting down with your 
hands up. Our game helpers will tally up 
points for your subregion. 



As Subregional 2 has only 17 members, 
your team will double back and complete 
this game when your hoola-hoop makes 
it way back to the front of your line.  



For this game, the first team to sit down 
will win 5 points. The 2nd team to sit will 
win 4 points. The 3rd team, 3 points. The 
4th team 2 points and the last team will 
win 1 point.   



When you hear this buzzer   -  Oji makes 
buzzer noise  - the game begins! Are 
there any questions at this time?  
 * * * 
OK, let’s get ready to play! Get Ready 
and…. - nod to Oji to push buzzer 



HOOLA-HANDS 



Game Helpers, which team completed 
their task first?  
 
So-and-so is in the lead!  
Who’s ready to play the next game? 

Game ends 
 

 



If you need to rest there are chairs in the 
back.  
 
This next game is called Picasso-Rat, in 
celebration of the year of the rat. This is 
how it is played. Our helpers will 
demonstrate the game 



Your subregion will choose 15 players and 1 
helper to play this game. 

The Players and the Helper will line up 
behind the start line, which is the double lines 
of blue tape. The Helper will stand at the start 
line.  

 

HOW TO PLAY 



Each Player will receive a blindfold. Wait until it is 
your turn to put it on.  
 
 

HOW TO PLAY 
 



When you hear the buzzer - Oji makes buzzer 
sound - the first player puts on the blindfold. The 
Helper spins the player 3 times and faces them in 
the direction of the drawing board. The Player 
runs to the drawing board.  
 
 

HOW TO PLAY 
 



At the drawing board, the Player will receive a 
capped sharpie from our Game Helpers. Player 
will uncap the sharpie, draw 1 line of the rat, 
recap the sharpie and hand it back to the Game 
helper, then run back to the start line. Repeat this 
until each person has drawn a line of the rat. 

 
 
 

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



HOW TO PLAY 
 

All 15 players must draw 1 line of the rat.  
Your team has 1 minute before the game 
begins to strategize who draws which 
part of the rat. 
 



Players also have a chance to look at the 
drawing while they wait for their turn and 
can use that time to re-strategize and 
figure out where to put their line.  

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



If a player accidentally runs into the 
wrong lane and draws on the wrong 
board, the game helpers will not stop 
them. This is just part of the game! :) 

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



Even if you are not 1 of the 15, please 
join in and root for your team! 

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



Points are tallied by how quickly your 
team completes the game, indicated by 
all 15 players sitting down behind the 
start line with hands up. 

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



Are there any questions at this time?  
 * * * 
OK, let’s get ready to play! Please 
choose your 15 players and your 1 
helper and line up at the startline. 
Helpers please pass out blindfolds.  



OK, let’s get ready to play! Get Ready 
and…. - nod to Oji to push buzzer 



PICASSO RAT 



Game Helpers, which team completed 
their task first?  
 
So-and-so is in the lead!  
Who’s ready to play the next game? 

Game ends 
 

 



This next game is called Quiz-Noise,  
For this game, you must choose different 
players from the last game to compete in 
the quiz. Players will be on the stage. 
Each subregion chooses 2 players.  
 



The Quiz has 30 questions, a mix of 
Divine Principle, church history and 
random pop-culture based questions.  

HOW TO PLAY 
 



Each player is given a noise maker. The 
game will be played by subregion with 2 
players representing each subregion. 

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



I will read out one question at a time. 
The first team to make noise will get to 
answer the question. Our referee, 
Jonathan, will indicate by pointing who 
made noise first.  

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



If the team answers incorrectly, they 
are out for this round. When I say “that is 
incorrect” the next team to make some 
noise gets the chance to provide the 
correct answer.   
 

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



If 3 teams fail to provide the correct 
answer the entire subregion, whose 
team first made noise, gets the chance 
to provide the correct answer.  

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



If all attempts fail to provide the correct 
answer, the game host will read out the 
answer and no one gets the point.  
 

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



Each question equals 1 point. The 
subregion with the most correctly 
answered questions wins this game. Are 
there any questions? 
 

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



Please choose your players to come up 
on stage. Please test your noise makers.  
 

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



HOW TO PLAY 
 

 Click for quiz 
 

 
 

Jonathan are you ready? Players are you 
ready?  
 
The first question is ... 



Game Helpers, Please read your 
subregions points for this game! 
 
So-and-so is in the lead!  
Who’s ready to play the next game? 

Game ends 
 

 



Only 1 team can win the last game but 
your team has 5 chances to win. Are you 
ready to play Treasure Hunt?  
 
Here’s how the game works. Game 
helpers will demonstrate. 



Each subregion will choose 5 players on 
your team to play. These players must 
be different from the last 2 games. The 
room will be laid out with 25 chairs in the 
center - like so. (slide) 

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



SUBREGION 2 TEAM SUBREGION 4 TEAM 

S
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SUBREGION 5 TEAM SUBREGION 3 TEAM 



As you can see, this game is like musical 
chairs, but with a twist. Each round 
involves a treasure hunt. There are 24 
rounds.  

HOW TO PLAY - leave slide on screen 
 



Each round begins with players standing 
in front of a chair. 
 
Like Musical Chairs, a chair will be 
removed each round.  
  

HOW TO PLAY 
 



I will call out an object 
with instructions, for 
example: “find a sock, 
put it on.”  

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



Players must hunt for this treasure ONLY 
among their fellow team members - the item 
cannot belong to the players. Players must 
follow the instructions completely before 
sitting down. In this case, they must put on 
the sock before sitting down. 

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



 

Once treasure is obtained and 
instructions followed, player must then 
race to get a seat in the now dwindling 
number of chairs.  

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



Our game helpers will check to see you have 
retrieved the correct treasure and followed the 
instructions before sitting down. If your treasure 
is incorrect or you have not followed the 
instructions, you are eliminated and the player 
left standing in that round, takes your place.  

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



HOW TO PLAY 
 

 When the round is completed, treasures 
are returned to their original owners 
before the next round begins. Each 
round begins with each player standing 
in front of a chair.Last person standing 
wins the entire game for their team.  



This game is worth 20 points.  
 
Are you ready to play? Can we please 
have 25 chairs in the center of the room. 
Please choose your 5 players.  

HOW TO PLAY 
 

 



HOW TO PLAY 
 

Please stand in front of a chair. 
Subregions please gather by your 
players.  
 
Are you ready? Let’s play! 
 Click for treasure hunt list 

 



TREASURE HUNT 



Game ends 
 Congratulations Subregion ___ on wining 

the Treasure Hunt! 
 
Game Helpers, Please Tally up your 
teams points and bring me your points 
cards.  



Did everyone have fun?  
 
Ok who wants to know who won?!  



Here are the points starting in 5th place, 
with 12 points-- (drumroll), Subregion _4. 
In 4th place with14 points --(drumroll), 
subregion_5_. In 3rd Place, with 16_ 
points --(drumroll), subregion_3_.  



The 2nd place winner has 20_ points. The first 
place winner has _46_ points.  
 
And the winner of the 2020 Famicon Games is 
Subregion _1_. Congratulations! 
 
Do you want to know what everyone has won? 



There are only 2 prizes.  
One prize is an ice cream party for everyone 
downstairs in the lobby. We have ice cream bars, 
sodas for ice cream floats, scoop ice cream with 
cones or in a bowl! For those catching the shuttle 
to the hotel, the first one leaves right after we are 
done. Please grab an icecream bar on your way 
out. The 2nd shuttle leaves 20 minutes after that.  
 
 



But before we all go down to enjoy some family 
ice cream time together,  
 
Can we ask Dr. Ki Hoon Kim to join us on the 
stage? 
 
  
 



As the first place winners of the 2020 
Famicon games, subregion__ has the 
pleasure of having Dr. Ki Hoon Kim join 
to their subregional famicon.  
 
Congratulations! Thank you Dr. Kim - 
motion that he can exit 



Let’s Thank everyone who helped make the 
games happen:  
Thank you Jonathan for being our 
referee!  
Thank you subregional coordinators for 
being our Game Helpers!  
Thank you Yeunhwa for putting the 
games together! 



Did everyone have fun!  
 
It’s been my pleasure to be your host. 
Again please make your way downstairs 
to enjoy some ice cream.  
 
Thank you and goodnight  
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